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ROLAND ANNOUCES TR-EDITOR SOFTWARE  
 

Free Graphical Editor/Librarian Software for the TR-8S and TR-6S Rhythm 
Performers, Available Exclusively on Roland Cloud 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hamamatsu, Japan, October 20, 2021 — Roland announces TR-EDITOR, a free Mac/Windows 
software application for the popular TR-8S and TR-6S Rhythm Performer instruments. Representing 
the apex of the Roland TR line, the TR-8S and TR-6S are the most complete drum machines to 
date—forward-thinking, performance-tuned instruments unlike any other. TR-EDITOR significantly 
enhances the workflow of these hands-on machines, providing an easy-to-use graphical interface 
with expanded visual controls and organizational tools that further amplify the TR’s creative 
possibilities. 
 
TR-EDITOR’s large display and five tabs eliminate the need for menu diving and page scrolling on 
the hardware while designing kits and sounds. It’s possible to access kit and instrument parameters 
on a single screen, draw motion data for instant results, and view all parameters for selected FX at 
one time. Undo and redo are also available for quick revisions and comparing ideas. 
 
The breakout librarian window in TR-EDITOR assists with organizing and managing patterns and 
kits. Users can access the complete TR library and filter various instrument categories to customize 
sounds. And via the computer keyboard, it’s quick and easy to name and rename hardware patches, 
kits, and projects. 
 
TR-EDITOR is available for free through Roland Cloud Manager, the software interface for Roland 
Cloud content. Roland Cloud is also the home of Sample Packs and other premium content for 
taking the TR experience to the next level. 
 
 
For more information, visit  Roland.com. 
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About Roland Corporation 
For nearly 50 years, Roland’s innovative electronic musical instruments and multimedia products have fueled 
inspiration in artists and creators around the world. Embraced by hobbyists and professionals alike, the 
company’s trendsetting gear spans multiple categories, from pianos, synthesizers, guitar products, and 
electronic percussion to DJ controllers, audio/video solutions, livestreaming products, and more. As 
technology evolves, Roland continues to lead the way for gigging musicians, producers, and beatmakers, 
providing modern software-based solutions and seamless creative workflows between hardware products, 
computers, and mobile devices. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
 
Company names and product names appearing in this document are registered trademarks or trademarks of 
their respective owners. 
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